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A breathtaking near-future thriller from the million-copy NY Times bestselling author.An
interstellar war is racing toward an unsuspecting Earth. Can one young woman stop it before it's
too late?LA detective Anna Abbott can see brief, cryptic visions of the future. She just doesn't
realize it yet. But others do. Others who will stop at nothing to ensure that her abilities never see
the light of day.Soon Anna is fighting for her life against an array of powerful adversaries, and not
all of them are human. Because a small group of aliens hiding on Earth believe that she can
single-handedly alter the course of an interstellar war. One that has raged for thousands of
years, but which is completely unknown to humankind.Until now.But even if Anna can beat the
odds and stay alive, the greatest threat of all awaits: A super-intelligent species determined to
prevent humanity from achieving its evolutionary destiny---at any cost.ORACLE is a roller-
coaster ride of a thriller. One packed with breathtaking action, startling revelations, and mind-
blowing science, including a scientific rationale for clairvoyance itself."Richards is an
extraordinary writer," (Dean Koontz) who can "keep you turning the pages all night
long." (Douglas Preston)"Richards is a worthy successor to Michael Crichton." (SF Book dot
com)NEAR FUTURE SCIENCE FICTION THRILLERS BY DOUGLAS E
RICHARDSSTANDALONESQUANTUM LENSGAME CHANGERINFINITY
BORNSEEKERVERACITYORACLE THE IMMORTALITY CODE SERIES WIRED (Wired
1)AMPED (Wired 2)MIND'S EYE (Nick Hall 1)BRAINWEB (Nick Hall 2)MIND WAR (Nick Hall
3)SPLIT SECOND(Split Second 1)TIME FRAME (Split Second 2)THE ENIGMA CUBE (Alien
Artifact 1)A PIVOT IN TIME (Alien Artifact 2)Kids Science Fiction Thrillers (9 and up, enjoyed by
kids and adults alike)TRAPPED (Prometheus Project 1)CAPTURED (Prometheus Project
2)STRANDED (Prometheus Project 3)OUT OF THIS WORLDTHE DEVIL'S SWORD



ORACLEDouglas E. RichardsThis book is a work of fiction. The characters, incidents, and
dialogues are products of the author’s imagination and are not to be construed as real. Any
resemblance to actual events or persons, living or dead, is entirely coincidental.Copyright ©
2019 by Douglas E. RichardsPublished by Paragon Press, 2019Email the author at
douglaserichards1@gmail.comFriend him on Facebook at Douglas E. Richards AuthorVisit the
author’s website at www.douglaserichards.comAll rights reserved. With the exception of
excerpts for review purposes, no part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form
or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any
information storage and retrieval system.First EditionORACLE OF DELPHI (excerpted from the
Ancient History Encyclopedia)“Delphi was an important ancient Greek religious sanctuary, and
home to the famous Oracle of Apollo, who gave cryptic predictions and guidance to both city-
states and individuals, supposedly as a medium through which prophecies were delivered by
the gods. The Oracle would answer questions put to her by visitors wishing to be guided in their
future actions.“The Oracle was famed throughout the ancient world and was consulted before all
major undertakings, although her messages were often obscure or ambiguous. “Perhaps the
most famous consultant of the Delphic Oracle was Croesus, King of Lydia. The Oracle stated
that if Croesus went to war a great empire would surely fall. Reassured by this, the Lydian king
took on the mighty Cyrus. However, it was the Lydian empire that fell, not Cyrus. A lesson that
the Oracle could easily be misinterpreted by the unwise or overconfident.”ANCIENT
PROPHECY: ORACLES AND THE GODS (excerpted from HistoryExtra)“An Oracle (a priestess
of the temple of Apollo) was a gateway to knowing the will of the gods, a cosmic information
superhighway for understanding what lay ahead.”PROLOGUESoval Din Alt took a deep breath
and let it out in three rapid-fire bursts, the Vorian equivalent of a sigh, as he prepared to address
the two hundred young men and women before him, seated around concentric rock benches
that faced the raised platform on which Soval now stood. The cold, hard outdoor structure was
an enlarged replica of the first Greek amphitheater ever built, and was located near the very
center of the Earth Portal Restricted Access Zone.Not that any of those gathered had any idea
that this was the area’s official designation.And why would they? The Vorians had visited twenty-
six other planets over tens of thousands of years, and all the information learned from these
visits was now in the public record.But this was not the case when it came to Earth and humans.
While the bulk of the background on these visits had been declassified, key aspects remained
as secret as any piece of information on Vor.Soval glanced up at the perfectly clear orange sky,
and Vor’s two principal suns, hanging serenely at opposite ends of the horizon. Both suns were
more distant than Sol was to Earth, but their combined warmth kept Vor at a nearly uniform
seventy degrees. A third sun was visible, even farther away, relatively tiny in the radiant sky. For a
few years each millennium, Vor’s exceedingly complex orbital dance gave this sun the brief
honor of being second closest to the planet. Regardless, all three in concert kept Vor bathed in
light. And even during the few minutes every fifty cycles or so when the suns were all set at the
same time, turning nearly endless day into fleeting night, a blazing star field generated



considerable light.Soval knew that the rock benches would be strange and uncomfortable to the
members of this new class, but there was no time like the present to acclimate these students to
Earth and what they might experience there. Soon enough, perfect computer simulations, tied
into their visual and auditory centers, would replace the familiar suns of Vor with Earth’s ugly
yellow ball, and the comforting orange sky would transform into a creepy, disquieting blue
one.But now was not the time for this. Let the students wrap their minds around what was
expected of them. Let them continue to sit under the comforting suns and sky of Vor before
Soval condemned them to years of virtual reality simulations in far less appealing
surroundings.“I want to thank all of you for volunteering for this project,” he began, knowing that
each member of this group had been handpicked, and a number of them hadn’t volunteered as
much as they had been pressed into service. Still, they were only signed on for twenty-five years,
which was but a small fraction of their lives. And this was the safest duty around, so they could
hardly complain.“Now that we’re all gathered here,” continued Soval, “it’s time I tell you just what
it is that you, ah, volunteered for.”Soval could read the look of apprehension on the students’
faces, and they were each so quiet he wondered if any of them had remembered to
breathe.“About thirty-two hundred years ago, a single portal appeared very near where you are
sitting now. One that led to a planet that the intelligent inhabitants call Earth. This you already
know from your prior studies of the known intelligent species in the galaxy, and our interactions
with them. But Earth and the human race are presented merely as footnotes. And this chapter in
history is taught as a series of unremarkable visits to an unremarkable planet inhabited by
unremarkable natives. A planet smaller than Vor, but also denser—giving it a gravity of .96 Vor-
standard. A planet orbiting a single star, with a blue sky and endless water.“Nothing really
notable about humanity, either—at least given the material that you’ve been exposed to—other
than the unusual location of the species’ home planet, which is a true outlier. Earth is located
within a minor spiral arm of the galaxy, a sparsely populated region twenty-five thousand light-
years away. It’s the only backwater planet that we know of to have spawned sentient life.”As
Soval spoke, a number of perfect holographic images of Earth, as well as a map of the galaxy,
pinpointing the planet’s precise position, appeared above his head and began to slowly
rotate.“Its atmosphere is breathable—of course,” continued the instructor, “and its temperature
extremes are within range of what we can survive given proper clothing and shelter. The last
mundane item I’ll remind you of is that its year is a bit longer than ours, so our initial visits were
about twenty-eight hundred of their years ago.”Soval paused to catch his breath and then
continued. “When the portal did materialize and activate, all those years ago, it let two of us
through to Earth every forty of their hours, or allowed two of us to return here. Like clockwork.”He
frowned. “Then, after nearly thirty years of operation, the portal abruptly disappeared. Our
people stationed on Earth, by then more than twelve hundred in number, were trapped there. We
had no way to communicate with them or bring them back.”Holographic images of human males
and females, some clothed and some not, now loomed above the instructor’s head, twelve feet
tall, and began to slowly rotate as before.“As you can see from the holograms above me, while



there are marked differences in appearance between Vorians and humans, at least while naked,
clothing is able to conceal many of the more obvious ones. Above the neck, the two species are
close enough that we can basically pass as them, with just a few non-surgical adjustments.
Which is what we did twenty-eight hundred of their years ago.“Since then, surgical techniques
have developed such that we can alter one of us to fit in perfectly among them, even naked, at
least from above the waist and below the groin. No surgical techniques can yet match the
precise appearance and functionality of their genitalia. But these are usually kept covered, so
shouldn’t present too much of a problem.”He waited several additional seconds to give the
students time to study the holograms above his head. “You are also aware that, as usual, a
number of these humans were brought back through the portal to Vor, where we were able to
study their habits, personality traits, expressions, body language, native intelligence, and so on.
We also studied their minds, from a physical examination of brains taken from freshly dead
specimens, to exact digital imprints of the same, including each and every one of their hundred
billion connecting and firing neuronal cells. And with that, the chapter on our interaction with a
species hailing from the most remote planet we’ve ever visited was closed.”He paused. “At least
that’s the information that was imprinted into your memories and later expounded upon in
school. And I have no doubt that you found humanity to be the least interesting of all the known
intelligences that you studied.”Soval moved his ears, the Vorian equivalent of raising his
eyebrows, and continued. “Which brings us to where the public information leaves off.”The
Vorian instructor went on to describe in some detail certain key discoveries that had been made
about humanity, and why generations of students, just like those he was addressing now, had
been pressed into service.“We have no idea if the portal to Earth will ever reappear,” he said
after providing this critical background. “So far it hasn’t, even for an instant. But if this ever
changes, we need to be ready. You need to be ready. At a moment’s notice. And I—and others—
are here to make sure that you will be.“You’ll undergo surgery so that you can more easily pass
as human. You’ll learn human expressions and general demeanor, and we’ll implant engrams in
your minds to make this more natural for you. We’ll implant all the languages used on Earth
when we were last there. And this is only the beginning.“So far, we’ve waited thousands of years
for the portal to reappear—in vain. More than a hundred classes like yours have been prepared
to go through—also in vain. Will yours be the class that finally gets to go on the mission that
you’re being trained for?”He sighed. “Admittedly, this is doubtful.”Soval waited for this harsh
reality to sink in. “And even if the portal miraculously does appear during your watch, we have no
idea what we’ll find on Earth. Your mission might be over before it begins. Our computer
modeling suggests a greater than fifty-percent chance that humanity has gone extinct since our
last visit. At that time, Earth was a largely untamed and unforgiving planet, and humanity was
quite primitive. Worse than primitive, in many ways the species was barbaric. Savage. Warlike.
Most of them lived in squalor. Their hygiene and sanitation were rudimentary, at best, and their
lives were mostly cruel, horrid, and short.“And if their survival as a species was in question at the
time of our visit, if they managed to advance technologically, their odds get even worse. Given



their violent natures, if they were ever able to develop weapons of mass destruction, the
chances that they have self-destructed by now are high.“And if the portal opens and they have
managed to survive, there is no guarantee that there are any Vorians still alive there. Even if our
modest contingent there managed to reproduce for a number of generations, this isn’t a large
enough initial population to give the group the stability in numbers it might need to survive such
harsh conditions and natives, not to mention any wars or cataclysmic natural events that might
befall them.“It’s possible that some did survive to this day. It’s even possible this modest group
was able to dramatically increase its numbers and thrive. If so, this will make your mission all the
easier.“If not, when you arrive on Earth, you’ll need to devote significant time and energy to
getting the lay of the land. Much is likely to have changed in almost three thousand of their years.
Our computers predict that you’ll most likely have to learn additional languages to get by, ones
that were not even spoken at the time of our last visit.“When our people were there last, many
human cultures around the globe used a barter system to exchange goods and services, while a
few used a fledgling, rudimentary system of currency. But the humans did seem to value the
element gold fairly universally. Gold was widely seen as a sign of status and power, and objects
forged from this metal were almost exclusively owned by rulers. In the first decade our people
were there, they stored substantial amounts of gold at hidden safe houses for future Vorians to
tap into, as necessary.”The instructor sighed. “This said, we have no idea if this metal will still be
seen as valuable when you arrive. Regardless, you’ll need to get fully up to speed on the current
state of human civilization, and learn to fit in among them. Which will likely take three or more
years. If gold no longer has value, your assignment will be even more challenging.“Either way,
there is no need to be overly concerned. We’ll train you well. And you’ll be well versed on what
you’ll need to do once you arrive to achieve these preliminary objectives, as well as your final
objective.“But given all I’ve just told you, the odds of your success are exceedingly small. Even if
a portal opens on your watch, which is unlikely, and humanity has survived, which is unlikely,
and you’re able to complete your mission, which is unlikely, the portal may disappear again at
any time, trapping you there forever.”This time the instructor remained silent for an extended
period, letting his sober words marinate in the minds of the students. “This is truly a long shot,”
he continued finally. “And yet we continue to play it. Which underscores just how important we
think this could be. As does the time and energy we’ve expended over thousands of years, just
on the off chance that the portal will reappear. Success in this mission could be a true game
changer. And while this success may not be possible,” he added, leaning forward, his eyes
blazing with intensity, “we will not fail due to lack of readiness.”Soval twisted his face into the
Vorian equivalent of a smile. “So let’s get started,” he said, now trying to sound upbeat. “By the
time we’re finished with you, you’ll be more human than they are.”PART 1“It is always with
excitement that I wake up in the morning wondering what my intuition will toss up to me, like gifts
from the sea. I work with it and rely on it. It is my partner.” —Jonas Salk“You may know the
feeling. It’s the feeling you get when you’ve made something wonderful, and when you look back
on it later, all you can say is: ‘I don’t even know where that came from.’“You can’t repeat it. You



can’t explain it. But it felt as if you were being guided.“The Romans had a specific term for that
helpful house elf. They called it your genius—your guardian deity, the conduit of your inspiration.
Which is to say, the Romans didn’t believe that an exceptionally gifted person was a genius.
They believed that an exceptionally gifted person had a genius.” —Elizabeth Gilbert1Neil
Marshall glanced down at his chiming phone and, as expected, the name Shane Frey appeared
there. Marshall rolled his eyes. How many times would he have to go over the same ground?
Shane Frey was a supplier and future empire builder, and while Marshall had worked with the
man now for several months, they had never met—at least not in person. This wasn’t the way
Marshall liked to do business, but given the one-of-a-kind product that Frey produced, he was
willing to accommodate the man.And at the moment, Frey held all the leverage. If Marshall
played ball he was well on his way to growing his drug operation to gargantuan proportions. If he
didn’t play ball—well, the thriving organization that he had managed to create would be swept up
like a feather in a tornado as Frey found another operator to take his place. It was as simple as
that.Eat or be eaten.Neil Marshall had no idea who this Shane Frey was, or how he had
managed to burst onto the scene so quickly, but his product was next level amazing. And
Marshall was in on the ground floor. Frey had chosen to work with only three major players in the
entire country. Three.Marshall, who was based in LA, Isiah Schaeffer, based in New York, and
Marcus Johnson, based in Chicago. All were in the process of introducing this new drug into
their respective territories, and their extreme geographical separation meant that each drug lord
would have all the room for expansion they could ever want.Frey may have been new on the
scene, but he had been smart to launch in the three biggest markets in America, and only these
three—at least for the moment. He wasn’t giving in to the temptation to bite off more than he
could chew.Not only was Frey the inventor of an entirely new class of illicit drug, which produced
a high that couldn’t be matched, he was a visionary with what seemed like bottomless pockets.
He was willing to give his three initial distributors as much supply as they could ever use—free of
charge. They could give samples away and sell subsequent doses for pennies, only jacking up
the price when the entire nation was well on its way to becoming hooked. Which wouldn’t take
long given Frey’s generous and forward-looking business model. And then Frey had plans to
expand his empire around the world.Marshall had been the first of Frey’s three chosen dealers,
and Frey had actually asked him to name the product, bowing to his superior experience on the
streets. Marshall had thought about it for just a few minutes and had settled on Foria, short for
Euphoria, a perfect description of the state of mind the drug brought about. Marshall would have
preferred to look Frey in the eye, but Frey refused to make use of the drug lord’s expensive
holographic vid-call system, which made every meeting seem face-to-face. Instead, Frey’s call
was coming in audio-only on Marshall’s cell, as usual.“Hello, Shane,” began the drug kingpin.
“Glad you called. Showtime is just a few hours away.”They had only encountered one possible
speed bump that could slow the launch of Foria even a little, an LA detective a little too clever for
her own good. Marshall had insisted that he could take care of her. And he had really outdone
himself this time, coming up with a plan that he considered a masterpiece. Sure, it would end up



costing him a man—maybe two or three if something went wrong—but the expense of the
operation would be borne entirely by Shane Frey.Marshall would gladly sacrifice a few
expendable members of his organization to get the job done—especially if it didn’t cost him
financially. After all, his willingness to sacrifice even those most loyal to him like pawns in a
chess game was what had allowed him to rise to the top in LA in the first place. And during the
past few years, with this as home base, he had gradually expanded his empire in all directions,
and was confident that before too long, he would become the dominant drug lord in all of
California. With Frey’s new product, this would likely only be the beginning.“You’re positive your
plan will work?” said the deep, somehow unsettling voice of Shane Frey.“Positive,” replied
Marshall, for what must have been the third or fourth time. “The bitch won’t know what hit her.
She’ll never cause any more trouble again, or raise any more red flags. She has a dinner
reservation tonight at six at the Dock Harbor Bistro in Santa Monica, where she’s meeting a
professor. The restaurant is at least a thirty-minute drive for her, so we should have two hours to
operate, at minimum. We’ll only need one. And I’ll have a man watching the restaurant’s exit to
be sure she doesn’t leave early. Should go like clockwork.”“Don’t underestimate her,” said Frey.
“She’s shown herself to be as shrewd as they come. And she lives in a pricey condo with pricey
security.”“Don’t worry,” said Marshall. “I’ve brought in the best talent money can buy. I hired a
specialist from Houston who knows her alarm system like the back of his hand. He can beat it in
fifteen minutes. And I’ve brought in out-of-town computer experts as well, along with out-of-town
muscle.” He paused. “It takes a village,” he added with a smile.“Just be careful,” said Frey, “and
thorough. Now that Detective Abbott is on her way home, I’ll initiate my part of poisoning the well.
Just see to it that you complete yours.” “Don’t worry, Shane. We’ll be in and out, clean and
efficient. No one will ever know we were there. We’ll leave everything the way we found it, and
clean up after ourselves.”“And then you’ll lure her to her death soon after she returns from
dinner?”“Exactly,” said Marshall. “And we’ll have multiple redundancies, and backups for our
backups, just to be certain.”Not that these precautions would be necessary. He had every
confidence that Jimmy Jessup would be able to lure her to the kill zone they had set up. And just
for the sake of good theater, Jimmy would be shot and killed as well, with her gun. Although
Jimmy hadn’t been briefed on this part of the plan. Then they would plant a bag filled with twenty
grand worth of Benjamins on her corpse, along with instructions for what they wanted from her in
return.Just like that, it would be the beginning of the end, wrapped up in a neat little
bow.Marshall hated to lose Jimmy, but sometimes sacrifices needed to be made.And Marshall
was just the kind of man willing to make them. 2Detective Anna Abbott arrived early at the Dock
Harbor Bistro and watched the sun inch its way down toward the edge of the ocean, a journey
that would be completed in an hour or so when this dazzling yellow orb dropped quickly below
the horizon and vanished.Anna had no idea what she was doing here, as her case load was
more demanding than ever. And if she couldn’t take time out to even date, what was she doing
dining with a total stranger?On the other hand, she did deserve a break now and then. And since
this wasn’t a date, why not dine with a man in a fancy restaurant without having to worry if they



were connecting, if he wanted to sleep with her, and if she wanted to let him? Besides, her
instincts had told her to say yes to the invitation, and she rarely went against her gut.After five
minutes of gazing at the spectacular sun, wispy clouds, and ocean, she turned to study her
dinner companion for the evening as the hostess ushered him to her table. It was exactly six. He
was punctual, she had to give him that.She didn’t feel like she was getting much of a read on
him, although her instincts told her he wasn’t a threat. Not that she had expected him to be, but
when meeting a stranger, there was always the possibility that alarm bells might go off. Still,
there was something a little off about him, which she couldn’t quite put her finger on.He had
androgynous features and was baby-faced, with flawless skin that she suspected only needed
shaving once a week, as even facial hair was reluctant to taint its smoothness. He was of
average height and slender, with soulful brown eyes that were larger than average.She rose to
greet him.“Detective Abbott,” he began, shaking her hand, “it’s truly an honor.”“Professor Vega,”
she said as they both sat. “Welcome.” She gestured through the panoramic window to the ocean
beyond. “Nice place you’ve chosen.”He smiled. “I’m glad you approve. And please, Detective,
call me Tom.”“If you’ll agree to call me Anna.”Professor Thomas Vega nodded. “Anna it is.” He
locked his eyes on her as if she were the only woman who had ever lived. “I can’t thank you
enough for agreeing to meet with me,” he added.She was still having trouble gauging him, but
perhaps this was because he was so awkward in her presence, like a gushing fanboy basking in
the presence of a hero.“So you’d like to write a scholarly paper about me,” she said. “Normally, I’d
spend more time on small talk and ease into the main conversation. But this isn’t a date—and I
can’t help but be intrigued.”“And I hope flattered.”Anna allowed herself a shallow smile. Vega had
contacted her several days earlier and had all but pleaded to meet with her, and she was pretty
sure he would have walked barefoot over a sea of broken glass to do so. He was a professor of
criminology at Stanford, and although she offered to speak with him and tell him anything he
wanted over the phone, he wouldn’t hear of it. He insisted that it was the shortest of flights to LA,
and he would like nothing more than to buy her a dinner at an upscale beachfront restaurant.
After she had briefly surfed the web to verify his credentials and satisfy herself that he was who
he claimed to be, she had agreed.“So how do you know that I even exist?” she asked him
bluntly.Vega smiled. “You’re the detective with the highest solve rate in LA,” he replied simply.
“What criminology professor wouldn’t want to meet with you?”“Random chance,” she said
dismissively. “Someone has to have the highest solve rate in LA. I’ve just had a lot of lucky
breaks.”The professor shook his head. “Each city compares and ranks all detectives within its
jurisdiction who have handled at least twenty felony cases,” he said, “based on their solve rate
percentages. But these are never combined into a statewide report. Even so, it’s easy enough to
do this by hand if you’re so inclined. I don’t suppose that you’ve ever gone to the trouble.”Anna
shook her head.“Would it surprise you to know that you have the highest solve rate, not just in
LA, but in all of California?”“Not really,” she said pleasantly. “And sorry if I sound immodest.”“Not
at all,” replied Vega. “Because I’m not done. Turns out you have the highest solve rate of any
detective in all of America.”She allowed herself a brief smile. “Nice to know,” she said, not



seeming to be particularly impressed with herself. “So you’ve found what you think of as the
most successful detective in the country, and you want to write a scholarly article on what makes
me tick.” She had guessed this from the start, but didn’t want to get too far ahead of
herself.“Exactly,” said the professor. “I’ve been studying you thoroughly for weeks now. Your
success isn’t because of luck. And it’s not because you’re only assigned open-and-shut cases.
In fact, just the opposite. For some time now, it’s clear to me that your captain is only assigning
you the hardest cases. Often after others have come up empty.”Anna Abbott didn’t reply.“You’re
also the youngest detective in California. And you’d have made captain by now if you actually
wanted the job, or if you cared about politics. Although something tells me that if you cared, and
political maneuvering was important, you’d be great at that, also.”The waiter came by, took their
orders, and left.“So you want me to share my secrets,” she said.“Yes, but only for an obscure
journal. It’s not like I’m with the New York Times.”“What makes you think I’d care if you
were?”“I’ve noticed you’ve mostly shied away from the spotlight.”“You’ve done your homework
well,” she allowed.“Thank you. The good news for you is that my scholarly piece will be in a
journal with extremely limited circulation. It will help nerdy criminologists teach future detectives
to be better at their jobs, but that’s about all.”“And can you write it without providing my name or
precinct? Or even what state I’m in?”Tom Vega nodded. “I thought you might want anonymity,” he
said. “Yes, absolutely.”She smiled. “Good. Then I’m in.”“Outstanding!” said Vega as the waiter
brought a glass of red wine and placed it before Anna. The professor had elected to stick with
water. “So what made you decide to become a detective?” he asked her, wasting no time
beginning his interview.“I thought you wanted to know how I solve cases,” she said.“I do, but I
wanted a little background for my own sake. I won’t put it in the article.”Anna preferred not to say,
but her instincts continued to insist that she be open with him. She took a deep breath, and a
sad expression came over her face. “My parents were both murdered when I was seven,” she
answered grimly. “I’d rather not go into any details,” she added, “but suffice it to say that Batman
and I had the same motivations for becoming crime fighters.”Vega blinked in confusion.“Really?”
she said. “You know, Bruce Wayne’s parents were murdered when he was a kid, which is why he
went on to become the Caped Crusader.”“Right,” said Vega. “So you’ve wanted to be a detective
since then?”“Of course not,” said Anna. “Not until much later. No seven-year-old kid makes that
kind of decision. But this incident was ultimately the prime driver.” She paused. “But enough
about my past. Let’s talk about my present. Let me tell you why I think my success rate is so
high.”The professor stared at her with such rapt attention that she had the feeling the restaurant
could burn down around them and he’d be completely oblivious. “I’m all ears,” he said. “And,
please, don’t hold anything back. Take all the time you need. Err on the side of being too
thorough.”Anna sighed. “If you insist,” she replied. “But once you’ve heard me out, you’ll be
changing your mind about writing an article. And no journal will accept it anyway. Because it
turns out that the crime-solving insights I’ll be sharing aren’t exactly mainstream.”Vega smiled.
“Good,” he replied. “They wouldn’t be of any value to me if they were.”3Tiparax Orr sat in the
driver’s seat of an SUV, resenting the presence of a low-ranked comrade named Fanimore



sitting beside him, and focused his attention on a floor-to-ceiling window off in the distance. Two
other of his comrades were sitting inside a four-door sedan nearby, assisting in a mission that
had been nothing but a waste of time.Until now.Until, from out of nowhere, it had suddenly
become more interesting than any of them could have possibly predicted.This, at least, was a
small mercy.Still, Tiparax fumed. He despised Earth. Despised everything about it. He loathed its
sun and its sky. He loathed the throngs of human beings that littered cities like this one. He
loathed their feeble minds, backward technology, and irritating, singsongy languages, which hurt
his throat to speak.But mostly he hated the planet’s lack of light. In an hour or so Earth’s single
sun would set, plunging this part of the planet into darkness, which the inhabitants’ pathetic
artificial lighting wouldn’t come close to fully alleviating. Even during periods of the brightest
sunlight, the planet was never bright enough.He and his colleagues had light amplification
technology surgically implanted into their eyes, the same tech their predecessors had used
thousands of years earlier, which could magnify ambient light as much as tenfold. But their
scientists had never gone to the trouble of eliminating an unfortunate design flaw. When the
implants were in use, they turned pupils a gleaming, fiery red, and the whites of eyes into the
color of human blood.Which meant that Tiparax and his colleagues couldn’t activate them in
proximity to any human. His kind were already physically taller and more imposing than the vast
majority of natives, with more severe facial features. Add in gleaming red eyes, and even
members of this clueless species might begin to take notice.“Hold your positions,” he ordered
his two colleagues in the other sedan through a comm implanted in his throat, using a language
that was so guttural in some cases, and so piercing in tone in others, that it could literally hurt the
ears of the natives. He and his brethren now on the planet all possessed comms in their throats
and ears that could be activated using thoughts alone, and which could measure and interpret
subvocal speech, making communication silent, when necessary, and all but telepathic.“I’m
calling in a report now,” added Tiparax. “I’ll conference you in.”Without waiting for a response, he
sent a feeler to their commander, Shanifrey Doe, requesting an audio connection. While they
had to pass as human, their interaction with the natives was minimal. Shanifrey, on the other
hand, as the head of their entire contingent on Earth, had taken on the more demanding job of
masquerading as one of them for extended periods. He called himself Shane Frey, which was
conveniently close to his actual name, although annoyingly mellifluous when spoken by a
human.“Tiparax here,” he said subvocally when Shanifrey opened a channel. “Fanimore is in the
car with me, and I’ve conferenced in Eldamir and Mezzitorp as well.”“You know how busy I am
tonight!” snapped the alien leader. “This had better be important.”“It is,” said Tiparax calmly.
“Since our quarry appeared on the radar two days ago, he hasn’t done anything noteworthy. Not
really. But that changed in a major way just a few minutes ago. You’re really going to want to hear
this.”“Are you going to tell me!” snapped Shanifrey, “or do I have to guess?”“He’s having dinner
with your favorite detective. Right this second. The one who’s becoming a thorn in your
side.”“Anna Abbott?” said the commander in disbelief.“Correct.”“Impossible,” said
Shanifrey.“That’s what I thought. They have nothing to do with each other. It’s hard to imagine



they’d intersect if they both lived a thousand lifetimes. So I made absolutely certain it was really
her. I triple-checked her image against the ones you supplied earlier, using the best facial
recognition programs these humans have, and there isn’t a smidgen of a doubt. I don’t know
what to tell you. The odds of these two even bumping into each other—by accident—are millions
to one against. I can’t even begin to calculate the odds against them actually having dinner
together.”Shanifrey paused for several long seconds. “Or maybe it’s just the opposite,” he said
thoughtfully. “Maybe it isn’t random at all. Maybe it answers questions about this detective that
we weren’t even asking. I should have seen it before. Of course that’s why he’s in LA.”As
Shanifrey’s three underlings considered his words, they immediately reached the same
conclusion he had, and apologized for missing the obvious.“It’s a good thing I didn’t let you grab
him when you wanted to,” said their commander. “If we had tortured him to death, we’d have
obtained information, but it might have been unreliable and incomplete. But notice where he
leads us when he doesn’t know we’re following.”“Well done,” said Tiparax, giving his commander
the praise he was so clearly fishing for. Shanifrey’s chest-thumping was par for the course, and
his second-in-command wasn’t about to deny him the response he was after. “So what are your
orders?” he asked.There was a long pause. “This detective is slated to die tonight anyway,” said
the commander finally. “And since she has no information we need, there’s no reason to change
the plans I’ve made for her. So, assuming they part ways once the dinner is over, ignore her.
Continue to stay on him as before. See who else, or what else, he might lead us
to.”“Understood,” said Tiparax, trying to hide his disgust. This babysitting duty was beneath
them. There were any number of ways to have their quarry tracked remotely. But Shanifrey
wouldn’t hear of it. He felt it was critical that the tracking be done in person, so his men were
right there to intervene at a moment’s notice, depending on how events unfolded. Given what
had happened, Tiparax had to concede that the boss might have made the right call after
all.Still, he didn’t have to like it.“And if they leave together?” asked Tiparax.“That might not be
ideal. While I find it very hard to believe we’d have anything to worry about if they did join forces,
why take any chances? If they do leave together, capture them both.”“I get why we’d want to
capture him. For interrogation. But why keep the detective alive? You just said that she’s slated
to die tonight anyway.”“She needs to die in the right way. Under the right circumstances. So if
they leave together, capture them quickly and then knock her out. I’ll tell you where to deliver her.
It will complicate the plans my human associates have made, but with a little improvisation, we
should still be able to achieve our goal.”“Understood.”“And Tiparax,” added the commander, “if
things do play out this way, I need you to knock her out gently. Without causing any obvious
physical damage.”“Of course you do,” said Tiparax bitterly, not bothering to hide his
disappointment. 4Anna Abbott was about to continue speaking when the waiter returned with
their main courses, each a colorful work of art sitting in the middle of a large white plate, a fairly
standard canvas used by gourmet chefs to make the various bright garnishes and colorful sauce
drizzles used in their creations pop against the snowy background.Professor Tom Vega waited
as patiently as he could for Anna to sample her main course, bourbon pecan chicken, and chase



it with a swallow of red wine, never taking his eyes from her, and leaving his own meal
untouched.Anna nodded. “Okay,” she began, “here goes nothing. I’ll just come out with it. My
recipe for success. Where is a drum roll when you need one?”Vega’s face remained impassive.
This professor was an odd duck, but her instincts continued to indicate that he was harmless,
and very interested in what she had to say.“My secret is simple,” said Anna. “I’ve learned to hone
and trust my intuition.”Vega’s eyes narrowed, but he didn’t respond.“But that’s just the punchline,”
she added. “There’s a lot more to it than you might imagine.”“I’m sure there is,” he said evenly. “It
goes without saying that this is a discussion,” said Anna. “So feel free to interrupt with questions
when you have them.”“Thank you. May I ask one now?”“You just did,” she said with a grin,
deciding she could at least amuse herself, even if her audience was a bit stone-faced. “But feel
free to ask another,” she said, trying to keep a straight face.The professor proceeded as if she
hadn’t even spoken. “How long have you been relying on this, ah . . . intuition of yours?” he
asked.Anna sighed. “Since the evening my parents were murdered. We had just come home
from the movies, and were about to enter the house, when I got this sick feeling in the pit of my
stomach. Like something wasn’t right. I couldn’t put my finger on it, but my mind was screaming
at me not to let my parents go inside. I looked around, but nothing seemed out of the ordinary.
Yet something was. I just felt this dread, this unease.”“Did you try to warn your parents?”“I did. I
told them we couldn’t go in. But I couldn’t explain why. Since I was only seven, they chalked it up
to an overactive imagination. And who could blame them?”She paused, remembering, and then
drained half of her goblet of wine. “So they told me that everything was fine,” she continued, “and
promised we’d all be okay. Then they tried to humor me. They said that they would go inside and
check it out. They’d leave me in the closed garage for just a minute, and then come get me when
they made sure the coast was clear.“I told them this wasn’t good enough, that they couldn’t go
inside, even to check it out, but even I was beginning to question myself. I had no reason for
feeling the way I felt. So when they assured me that I was worried about nothing, and insisted
that I wait there while they checked it out, I finally agreed.”Vega nodded soberly. “That is truly
horrible,” he said, not needing her to spell out what had happened next. “Do you think that
leaving you behind saved your life?”“It’s unclear. I won’t describe the incident. But I did end up
hiding in the garage. If I had been with them in the house, would the intruders really have killed a
seven-year-old girl? Maybe. Maybe not.”Her eyes became moist. “But even if they had chosen to
spare me,” she continued somberly, “if I had entered with my parents, I would have seen them
being killed. Losing them the way I did was traumatic enough. I can’t even imagine the basket
case I would have become had this played out differently.”Anna frowned and drained the
remaining wine in her glass. “But that’s the last I’ll be talking about this,” she said. “The key is that
this incident led me to have faith in my gut more than anything else ever could have. From then
on, I began to trust my intuition, even if it was faint and vague. And it has served me well.”The
professor quickly swallowed the forkful of swordfish he had taken while she was speaking.
“Surely there must be more to it than just this,” he said.“Plenty more,” said Anna. “And don’t call
me Shirley,” she deadpanned, unable to resist.Thomas Vega’s stony expression remained, just



as she had now come to expect.“I’m not trying to minimize what you’re telling me,” he said, “but
this isn’t much of a revelation. It’s not out of the mainstream. It’s the very definition of
mainstream. Every detective who ever lived claims to rely on their gut when they’re working
cases. So what makes your intuition different than theirs? Better than theirs?”“Because I make
use of true intuition,” replied Anna, “while they only scratch the surface. They trust their
conscious mind to make observations and draw conclusions. If a suspect is shifty, or is sweating
in a cool room, that makes them suspicious. Of course it does. They think they’re using intuition,
and they are to a very small degree. But they’re mostly relying on indicators that they’re
consciously aware of.”“And you?”“I rely on indicators that I’m unaware of. The unconscious is
where the magic happens. Relying on conscious awareness to guide you is only marginally
effective. Other detectives will go on about using their gut, but they use it much less than they
think, and they fool themselves about how helpful it is. Most detectives think they have a keen
sense of when someone is lying. But studies have shown that they’re not much better at catching
lies than the average person on the street.”“Are you saying that you are?”“Yes!” she said firmly.
“Much better. Their intuition helps them very little. Because their hunches are almost entirely
rooted in conscious observation, conscious logic, conscious connecting of the dots. I, on the
other hand, give myself over to my unconscious.”“I see,” said the professor.Anna shook her
head. “Of course you don’t. Which is why I never discuss this with others. Because it sounds
mystical. But it isn’t. It’s pure science. But few have the interest, or patience, to allow me to fully
explain.”“I wouldn’t care if it was all mystical,” said Vega. “For someone with your track record, if
you told me your secret was traveling to other dimensions to consult with elves, I’d take you
seriously. So please continue.”The briefest of smiles flashed over Anna’s face and then
vanished. “When I was thirteen,” she said, “I began researching intuition. By then, it had served
me well for many years. I vowed to learn everything I could about it. Was it just voodoo? Magic?
Or was it not even a real thing? Maybe I was just fooling myself, remembering when my intuition
was right, and discounting when it was wrong. I started researching this topic then, and I’ve
never stopped. So while I don’t have any formal training in neuroscience, I’ve become quite the
armchair expert.”“So you believe intuition falls under the category of neuroscience?”Anna
swallowed another forkful of pecan chicken as the waiter came over and refilled her goblet of
wine. “That’s exactly what I’m saying,” she continued when the waiter left. “And it falls under
psychology as well. I wrote a piece about the powers of intuition many years ago for a
psychology blog, just before I joined the force. But after that I made it a point to never delve into
this subject matter, or disclose to others just how potent a force intuition has been in my life. And
I’ve never shared the uncanny successes I’ve had with it, even in the piece I wrote. When I told
people about it as a kid, most thought I was a nut, or just trying to get attention. I’d have had
better luck telling them I could perform witchcraft.”“Then thank you for sharing this now,” said
Vega earnestly. “I’m honored.”“Don’t be. I’m only doing this because my intuition is telling me that
I should.”“That’s good enough for me,” said Vega with just the hint of a smile. “I’m liking your
intuition already.”Anna studied her dinner companion for several seconds. You could say what



you wanted about his limited sense of humor, but he was in awe of her solve rate, and
relentlessly positive about her.“So let me start explaining the science of it for you,” she said
finally. “The first and most important thing to know is that our unconscious minds are vastly
superior to our conscious ones. Vastly.”Vega considered this statement. “Doesn’t unconscious
mean asleep?”“Yes, but it’s also defined as the part of the mind that’s inaccessible to our
consciousness. I often call it our hidden mind. While it operates in the shadows, it largely
dictates everything about us. Behavior. Emotion. Beliefs. Actions. The word subconscious means 
something very similar, so I’ll go ahead and use this term from here on out.”Vega
nodded.“Almost every one of us fools ourselves into believing we’re in charge,” continued Anna.
“But we aren’t. Not really. The vast, vast majority of who we are and how we behave is governed
by this hidden region of our brain. Our subconscious mind is a brilliant puppet master, calling the
shots while keeping us blissfully unaware that its hand is up our back the whole time. A great
idea comes to me and I say, ‘Wow, I’m a genius. Way to go, Anna.’ But most of the time, it isn’t
Anna Abbott who came up with the idea. It was my subconscious mind, working on it for hours
and days and feeding it to me from behind the scenes. And counting on me to take full
credit.“And it’s not just eureka moments that stem from the subconscious, it’s countless
everyday decisions. If you’re instructed to move either your right or left hand—your choice—an
experimenter can tell from subconscious brain activity which hand you’re going to choose before
you even know. There have been many such experiments demonstrating that countless
decisions we’re certain we are making at the conscious level are really being made for us in our
hidden minds.”“Why aren’t these experiments more widely known?” asked Vega.Anna shrugged.
“I don’t know. But if you search the web for ‘does your subconscious mind make decisions’ you’ll
find them for yourself. But it is widely known, at least, that our hidden minds take care of our
breathing, the beating of our hearts, the sexual response, and so on.”“Surely the sexual
response is driven by the conscious mind.”Anna grinned, but decided not to make the don’t call
me Shirley joke again. “It isn’t,” she replied instead. “You can’t order up arousal on demand. If
you’re standing over a bloody, maggot-infested carcass that stinks of rotting flesh, and your
conscious mind orders your arm to move, it will move. Every time. But try ordering your sexual
organ to become aroused while you’re gazing at a corpse, standing within a cloud of stench, and
see what happens.”Vega’s face contorted into a look of pure disgust. “I see your point.”“We have
little conscious control of what causes us to become sexually aroused. But a rotting corpse is
most likely to cause us to become repulsed. Arousal, revulsion, fear—these things just happen.
We aren’t in charge. And if we had to consciously think about breathing in and out, making our
hearts beat, and so on, we’d be unable to focus on anything else. So all of this machinery is
hardwired in.”The professor nodded. “Go on,” he said.“Almost a third of the neurons in your brain
are devoted to vision,” she continued. “A third. Everything you see enters your brain upside
down, backwards, and two-dimensional—with a large blind spot to boot. But you don’t see
things this way. Your mighty hidden mind adjusts it for you. But if you think that’s a neat trick,
here’s one that’s even better. There are specially designed fun-house glasses that flip the world



upside down. If you were to wear these glasses continuously, at first you’d be helpless. But after
a few days of wearing them, your hidden mind would completely remap the input, spatially, and
flip the world right-side up for you again.”“Seems hard to believe,” said Vega.“I suspect the
experimenters were surprised, as well.”“So the bottom line,” said the professor, “is that there’s
lots of magic going on under the hood that we’re completely unaware of.”“Exactly,” said Anna.
“But not just unaware of. Unable to affect one way or another. But I’ll say more about that later.
First, let me give you one more example of the power of our hidden minds. Imagine speaking
quickly for several minutes. Now think about the hundreds of perfectly choreographed
movements your teeth, lips, and tongue have to make at lightning speed to make this happen—
which you aren’t even aware of. Why not? Because your subconscious mind takes care of the
complex task of forming words for you,” she added. “Effortlessly. If you had to consciously control
all of these mouth movements, you’d never get a sentence out.”Vega nodded thoughtfully. “After
a lifetime of speaking,” he said, “I have to admit that I’ve never really thought about the complex
mechanics of it before.”“Few do,” said Anna. “Reading, touch-typing, playing the piano. All very
similar. All completely handled by the subconscious once you’ve achieved a certain level of
proficiency.“Our brains contain over a hundred billion neurons,” she continued, “allowing for a
nearly infinite number of potential states. Orders of magnitude more than our most sophisticated
computers. Our minds put the greatest supercomputers to shame. It doesn’t seem that way,
because we aren’t consciously wired for math, and computers are. But when it comes to pattern
recognition, figuring out how to catch a baseball, monitoring our environment, and versatile,
general intelligence, our minds are unmatched. Unfortunately, many of these capabilities reside
in our subconscious, beyond our conscious reach.”She paused to let this sink in. “And even in
math, our subconscious minds are quite accomplished. If the ability to calculate square roots
had been important for our survival, had helped early man hunt the mastodon, I’m sure our
hidden minds would have established a pathway to feed these answers to us. But we do have
impressive math abilities. They’re just hidden. You’d be amazed by how many complex
calculations the subconscious minds of our primitive ancestors had to make to determine the
proper trajectories of the spears they were throwing.”Anna took another sip of wine. “We get a
glimpse of the brain’s mathematical prowess from autistic savants,” she continued. “Some can
multiply huge numbers, or take square roots, almost instantly. Whereas we have to strain and
concentrate with our conscious minds to do even simple calculations, they can tap into their
subconscious, solving what to us are impossible problems with effortless ease. They just
instantly see the answer.”“Excellent point,” said Vega. “And something else I never stopped to
think about before.”The detective raised her eyebrows. “And even this is just scratching the
surface of what the subconscious can do. Our hidden mind knows endless things, has endless
capabilities, that we can’t even begin to fathom. It has an almost god-like ability to recognize
patterns and draw connections and conclusions within a mountain of seemingly unrelated data.
And our hidden minds are far more observant than we are, and far more astute.“But here’s the
tragedy. We have a rocket engine under the hood that we can barely tap. Because while our



hidden mind is far superior to our conscious mind, we have no access. We can’t direct it, or
control it. It’s completely walled off from us.”Anna shrugged. “Now, a minuscule percentage of
people do have a tiny crack in the wall that separates their conscious and subconscious minds,”
she added. “Which explains the math abilities of autistic savants, for example. They can
somehow peer through this crack and instantly pull out the square root of any number, which
their subconscious has effortlessly calculated for them. But you and I can’t.”“So why are we built
this way?” said Vega. “Why have such a powerful engine if we can’t tap it?”“Sucks, doesn’t it?”
said Anna. “But let’s talk about whys another time. For now, let’s just accept that this is the way it
is. This is the way our minds are built. Our hidden mind, our subconscious, is flat out astonishing.
It excels at nearly everything.”She frowned. “With the one big exception that I just noted—it’s
horrible at communicating with us. Yes, it excels at controlling us. At dictating our opinions, likes,
who we’re attracted to, and many of our actions and ideas. But this isn’t the same as two-way
communication. If it wants to actually tell us precisely what it’s figured out, it has little ability to do
so. It can sometimes find a path to reach us through dreams, which are a very poor and
unreliable channel of communication. And it can trigger clammy palms, a sick feeling in the gut,
an increase in heart rate, and so on. Pathetically weak attempts that most of us choose to ignore.
But that’s about it.”“I see,” said Vega thoughtfully. “So this is your definition of intuition. Inside our
heads, we have a brilliant stranger who knows a lot more than we do, and who draws better and
faster conclusions. But it’s a stranger who isn’t able to explain what it knows, or how it knows it.”“I
couldn’t have said it better myself.”“A fascinating theory.”Anna shook her head. “Not just theory,”
she replied. “Fact. Based on any number of observations and experiments. For example, you can
have study participants repeatedly choose cards from four decks, with rewards given for high
cards. And you can rig the decks so that two are markedly better than the other two. Based on
tiny heart rate and perspiration changes when they reached for the bad decks, scientists
discovered that subjects’ hidden minds, on average, figured out which two were the bad ones
after choosing only ten cards. But their conscious minds didn’t figure it out until after they had
chosen eighty.”“Wow,” said Vega, impressed. “If only their hidden minds had been able to share
their findings.”“Exactly,” replied Anna. “But as I said, while the subconscious is horrible at
communication, it can control conscious responses—with ease. And with a frequency that would
astonish you. In one experiment—I won’t bore you with how it was carried out—men rated
women with dilated pupils as being more attractive than the same women with non-dilated
pupils. Turns out pupil dilation in women is a biological sign of sexual arousal. When the men
were asked if their ratings had anything to do with pupil dilation, they scoffed at the idea.”She
raised her eyebrows. “But their hidden minds had not only detected this subtle sign of arousal,”
she continued, “but had known it for what it was. And had even managed to pull strings to get
their conscious selves to respond positively to it—even though they had no idea why they were
doing so. And no idea that their hidden mind was manipulating them from offstage.”Anna moved
on before the professor could respond. “Chicken sexers are another classic example,” she
said.“Did you say chicken sexers?”“Yeah. It’s a thing. When baby chicks are first hatched, males



and females look identical. But the females will one day lay eggs, so chicken farmers want to
separate them out right away to give them preferential treatment. Turns out there is a famous
school in Japan where chicken sexing masters quickly and accurately separate the chicks into
male and female bins. The problem is that these masters can’t explain how they choose. So
poultry breeders from around the world travel to this school to train their own people. The
Japanese masters stand over these clueless apprentices while they sort baby chicks, telling
them if they are right or wrong every time. Eventually, the apprentices become masters, and are
never wrong, even though they, also, can’t explain how they’re choosing.”“I see,” said Vega. “So
their subconscious minds have it all figured out, and even manage to control their actions to take
advantage of this insight.”“Right. Our hidden mind is great at observing. Great at dictating our
tastes, fetishes, and opinions. Great at controlling us. But horrible at explaining. Like the Oracle
of Delphi. All-knowing, yet it won’t give us a straight answer.”The professor nodded solemnly.
“Okay, I’m sold. Intuition is real. And your theory to explain it is real also.”Anna grinned. “Are you
sure about that, or is it just a gut feeling you’re having?”The professor smiled back. “So you’re
saying that solving crimes is as easy for you as correctly sorting identical baby chicks is for a
Japanese master. You just do it, without having any idea how.”“Not exactly,” said Anna. “But this
would make a great title for your paper: crime-solving techniques borrowed from Japanese
chicken sexers—your complete guide.”Vega rolled his eyes. “I’ll take that title under advisement,”
he said in amusement.5The detective paused so they could finish their meals, which they did
while watching the sun melt into the horizon and vanish in the distance.The waiter took their
plates, and both ordered after-dinner coffees in lieu of dessert.“So how do you solve cases?”
asked Vega. “Are you saying you just sort of know who committed a crime?”“Not at all. I use all
the traditional methods. I rack my conscious mind to try to figure it out. I plan what questions to
ask witnesses and suspects. But I’ve trained myself to pay attention when my hidden mind is
trying to tell me something. Sometimes I just magically want to ask a suspect a question that
doesn’t seem related to the case in any way. Instead of suppressing this urge, I ask the
question.”“Because you’ve made peace with not understanding the why of it.”“Exactly. And I try
to purposely evoke these strange avenues of thought and inquiry by blanking my mind at key
times, trying to push my consciousness as much out of the way as possible. I can’t tell you how
many times random questions and ideas that pop into my head, seemingly unrelated to
anything, end up leading to a breakthrough in the case.”“I see,” said Vega. “So wild ideas out of
left field that no one else would seriously pursue, you explore with a passion.” “Exactly. And even
when wild questions and ideas don’t pop into my head, sometimes my gut tells me someone is
innocent, even if they appear to be guilty, and I spend my time chasing other suspects.
Sometimes my gut tells me someone is guilty, so I stick with them like glue. Sometimes my gut
says to explore the case from a novel angle. And so on.”They paused as their coffees
arrived.“Have you ever had any premonitions like you did when you were seven?” asked Vega
when the waiter had left.“Yes. But I don’t call them premonitions. A premonition is getting a
glimpse of the future. I can’t do that. I didn’t have a premonition that my parents were about to be



killed. My hidden mind had seen something, heard something, smelled something, that no
conscious mind could. Something that told it we had intruders.”“But why didn’t your parents’
subconscious minds pick up on what yours did? Even after you tipped them off to look for
something wrong.”“I don’t know,” she replied, pausing to sip at her coffee. “But I’ve come to
believe that my subconscious is better able to tip me off than most. I don’t have cracks in the wall
between my conscious and subconscious the way some autistic savants do. But I seem to excel
at reading the feeble hints I’m given.”“Does this mean that your technique isn’t broadly
applicable?”“No, everyone can benefit from cultivating their intuition. From learning how to listen
better to the brilliant stranger inside, and trust in what it’s saying. Maybe not as much as I’m able
to benefit. A genius and a special needs student will both benefit from studying for a test. But the
genius will still get higher marks.”“So how do you cultivate this intuition of yours?” “Like any
muscle. I use it. Constantly. Which means focusing on the telltales—my gut, my pulse, tingly
skin, and so on—and learning how to listen to what the brilliant stranger in my mind is trying to
tell me. And not just listen to it, but trust it. Which often requires a leap of faith, as many of its
prescriptions can seem counterintuitive.”“I see,” said Vega, nodding thoughtfully. “So it really is
that simple.”Anna smiled. “Yes,” she replied. “And that complicated. But there is one more facet.
One I think is the most important of all.” She winced. “But I’m afraid you’ll find this the biggest
reach of anything I’ve told you.”“Try me,” said Vega.“I cram my subconscious with as much
information as I possibly can. Everything under the sun. I’ve been doing this since I was thirteen.
I get non-fiction audiobooks and play them throughout the night while I sleep. Audiobooks that
describe a hundred varieties of poisonous plants, for example. Or types of locks. Or review the
science of blood spatter analysis.”Vega’s eyes widened. “And you’ve been doing this every night
for fifteen years?”“Every night. Except for the few times I was in a relationship and wasn’t
sleeping alone.”“Very courteous of you,” said the Stanford professor in amusement. His eyes
narrowed. “But are you telling me that you can retain all this information?”Anna laughed. “Don’t
be ridiculous. I can’t retain any of it. Not consciously, at any rate.”“But you believe your
subconscious can?”“My intuition tells me this is the case.”“Any scientific evidence to back that
up?”“I’m afraid not,” said Anna. “But our hidden minds take in a lot more information than we
know, all the time. For example, there’s something scientists call the Cocktail Party Effect. People
have an uncanny ability to hear their own names ring out through a heavy thicket of otherwise
indecipherable conversation. Say you’re in a big crowd, with chatter all around, but totally
focused on your own conversation. Even though the other conversations are like white noise, if
your name is mentioned, it stands out from all the rest.”Vega nodded but didn’t respond.“So how
does this work? Turns out your subconscious is taking in all of these other conversations,
digesting them, without you knowing it. Like a hidden sentinel, monitoring. It wants to be sure
headquarters isn’t bothered by this jumble of noise so you can focus on your own conversation.
But if it hears something it thinks you might be interested in, it sends this to your conscious mind.
Could be your name. Could be the word spy if you’re an intelligence agent. Or the word fire. Or
anything else that it thinks you might need to hear.”“Hard to imagine your subconscious can take



in this many scrambled conversations at the same time, and sort it all out.”“Yes it is. Which is
what makes it so amazing. And indispensable. An exhausted new mother can sleep through a
thunderstorm, but will awaken if her baby begins to cry in another room. Her subconscious
chooses not to bother her with the thunder, but immediately throws the cry to headquarters for
further attention.”The professor stared at her thoughtfully. “But even if our subconscious can hear
everything, this doesn’t prove it retains it.”“I’m well aware,” said Anna. “In fact, most scientists
think the idea that one can absorb the contents of an audiobook while sleeping is preposterous.
But there’s really no way to prove it—or disprove it—since your subconscious isn’t talking. If I
listen to an audiobook on poisonous plants at night and you ask me a question about the
material in the morning, I won’t have a clue. In that respect, the scientists are correct. The
material doesn’t benefit me consciously at all.”The detective took a sip of coffee and continued.
“But I don’t care. Because my hidden mind now has the knowledge it needs to guide me in some
future case. Say if a murder victim is found poisoned. My intuition might cause me to take a
special interest in an unusual flower in a suspect’s garden, without me knowing why. But when I
study this flower, now using my conscious mind, it can help me break the case wide open.”She
paused. “I’m convinced that cramming my brain with miscellaneous information has been a big
help to me. I’m providing the brilliant stranger in my head with a vast encyclopedia of knowledge
to cross-reference, analyze, and find patterns within, so it can then nudge me in the right
direction.” “Given your spectacular results,” said Vega, “it’s hard to argue that this strategy isn’t
working.”“Thank you.”“And you say that you use this intuition of yours frequently,” said
Vega.“Continuously, in one way or another. I’m exquisitely sensitive to it. I’ve been listening to my
gut since you called me. It told me to meet with you and tell you my story. I have no idea
why.”Anna finished her coffee and set the now-empty mug back down on the table. “During this
dinner, my gut has told me that you want the best for me, but warns that I can’t entirely trust you.
That there’s more going on here than meets the eye. Something I’m missing. Something you’re
hiding from me. Believe it or not, despite carefully vetting your credentials, my gut’s not even
sure that you really are a professor of criminology. Or that you’re writing a paper.”“Which means
that your gut isn’t always right,” said Vega with a smile.Anna laughed. “First, I didn’t say my
intuition is certain that you aren’t who you say you are. Just that the jury is still out. And second,
you are correct, even if it did insist, it isn’t always right. Most of the time, but not always. I have
been known to misinterpret its Oracle-like ambiguous communications from time to time. And
the strongest signal I’m getting is that you mean me well, so I’m choosing to ignore the more
suspicious ones.”Her features suddenly hardened. “At least for now,” she added pointedly. Vega
stared deep into the detective’s large blue eyes. “I do mean you well,” he said. “So it’s nice that
this is coming through loud and clear. And this conversation has been even more eye-opening
for me than I imagined,” he added.“I’m glad,” she said as the waiter brought the bill, which Vega
paid in cash.Anna thanked the professor for dinner and rose to leave. “So are you flying back
home now?”“Not tonight. I’m staying at the Camden International Hotel on Wilshire.”“Good
choice,” said Anna approvingly, surprised that he had such expensive taste in hotels. The



Camden was only fifteen minutes away from her condo, and she passed it frequently. It was
eighteen stories tall, with a soaring ground floor that served as a magnificent, expansive lobby,
complete with palm trees and an atrium. “Thanks. I didn’t want to have to cut our conversation
short to rush to the airport. I guess I could have driven here instead of flying. It’s only supposed
to be about five hours by car. But when driving to LA, you never know if bad traffic will add an
hour or two to the total travel time. And I really don’t enjoy driving for that long. Even in a self-
driving car.”The detective nodded. Self-driving cars had been on the market as early as 2023,
but only a small percentage of the total were truly autonomous. These tended to be pricey, and
most drivers still preferred to take the wheel themselves, proving the adage that old habits died
hard.Vega blew out a long breath. “Before you leave,” he said, “since I am staying in town tonight,
I had a thought.”Anna studied him for several seconds. Men seemed to find her looks almost
irresistibly appealing. So usually she’d expect him to offer her a nightcap, hoping to get her into
bed. But her intuition insisted this wasn’t the case. Not this time.“Go on,” she said.“I know
tomorrow is Friday,” began Vega, “and that you’ll be working. But I’d love to get together again.
Maybe I can buy you lunch at my hotel. But if you can’t make it tomorrow, I can make myself
available any time you like on Saturday. Or even Sunday.”“So you’d stay a second or even third
night if you had to, just to buy me lunch?”“Absolutely. As I’m sure your instincts have told you, I’m
not trying to hit on you. But before I fall asleep tonight, I’ll be thinking long and hard about what
you told me. And I believe I’ll be able to devise some scientific tests of your intuition. Get a gauge
on just how strong it is. Right now, the proof that it’s as useful as you say is your solve rate.
Which is impressive, and strongly suggests that you’re on to something big. But if I had
additional data to put in this paper, generated by a well-controlled experiment, this would really
bolster the case.”Anna considered. She found the professor intriguing, even though he was one
of the occasional people whom her hidden mind couldn’t get much of a handle on. “No one has
ever asked me to be their guinea pig before,” she said. “I don’t know whether to be flattered or
offended.”“Be flattered.”“If you say so,” she said with just the hint of a smile. “Okay,” she added
finally, “you’re on. I’ll make tomorrow work.”“Outstanding,” said Vega happily. “I can pick you up.
Or I can pay for your transportation if you’d like.”“No need,” said the detective, shaking her head.
“I’ll meet you in the lobby at noon.”“Great. Just be sure to bring your intuition.”Anna grinned, her
eyes sparkling. “Don’t worry,” she replied in amusement. “I never leave home without
it.”6Detective Anna Abbott entered her spacious, multimillion-dollar condo and once again
reflected on her dinner with the Stanford professor. She had enjoyed it. The food was delicious,
the view magnificent, and the conversation a little weird, but also fun. She had never before been
so frank about how she had solved her cases, and it had been a long while since she had last
taken any real credit for this success.When other detectives at the precinct expressed awe at
her performance, she brushed them off, reflexively countering any praise with self-deprecating
humor and an immediate minimization of her contributions. Many of her colleagues already
harbored resentment and jealousy of her success, so she did everything she could to tamp out
this fire. She would acknowledge that she thought she was a reasonably good detective, but



insist that she was far more lucky than she was special, and that she had no doubt she would
soon hit a spate of bad luck to balance the cosmic scales. And she always gave credit to
everyone else around her, finding ways to pretend that even the tiniest contribution made by a
colleague had been the key that had really unlocked the case.She also kept her private life very
private, never disclosing where she lived, and never letting anyone she worked with anywhere
near her neighborhood. They were already jealous of her as a detective, so the last thing she
needed was for them to learn she lived in a luxury condominium. This would lead to questions
that she didn’t want to answer, and even more resentment.Anna was walking to her bedroom to
change clothes when she noticed that she was sniffing the air. She couldn’t detect any strange
odors, so why was she doing this?Her eyes narrowed as her intuition provided the answer:
something was wrong. She could feel it in her bones.Anna had become exquisitely sensitive to
subconscious signals, but the signals she was receiving now were so strong they didn’t require
any sensitivity.Had someone been in her condo?She checked the locks and security footage,
but nothing looked out of the ordinary. She then took a survey of her entire residence, going into
one room after another, and scouring every square inch with her eyes.As far as she could tell, at
least consciously, nothing in the place had been disturbed an iota.And yet this disquieting
feeling remained.She walked around her home once again, this time more slowly, becoming a
human divining rod, counting on her hidden mind to signal her when it sensed something worth
exploring.When she approached the thick glass desk inside her home office, her stomach
tightened, and she paused near her computer, listening. She lowered her ear to within inches of
the petite tower that represented the guts of her expensive desktop machine, and was just able
to make out a nearly imperceptible hum. A tiny fan, as quiet as they came, was operating on its
lowest setting, working to cool off the densely packed electronic chips inside, indicating the
tower must have heated up very recently.She checked, but her computer had not been force-fed
software updates from the web in weeks. Which meant that someone had used it while she was
gone. Extensively.Anna felt like Goldilocks. But it wasn’t her porridge that was too hot. It was her
computer.Which confirmed that her condo had been broken into, as her intuition had indicated.
By an individual or group who possessed skills that were truly exceptional. She found it hard to
believe that the condo’s security could be breached by anyone, no matter how expert. Not only
had her security been brushed off with ease, but those responsible hadn’t left the slightest
telltale sign of their visit, other than the nearly inaudible computer fan, which had likely come on
only after they had left.The job had been so clean. So professional. So sophisticated.She rushed
around her apartment to confirm what she already knew in her gut to be true. Nothing had been
taken. Not even the expensive jewelry that she owned but hadn’t worn in many years. Which
made this violation even more chilling than if it had been a robbery.They had come for one
reason only: to hack into her computer. To tamper with it. And they had gone to a lot of trouble to
be sure that she never discovered this tampering.And it would have worked—had she been
anyone else. Her fingers flew over the keyboard, but after ten minutes she couldn’t find anything
out of the ordinary, even with her intuition to guide her. Whatever they had done was well hidden.



Her secret bank account was untouched, with its usual balance of slightly over twelve million
dollars. So why had they come? What was their endgame?There was only one answer that
made any sense: they had to be trying to frame her. They must have planted something
incriminating on her computer. Still, unless the authorities searched her home computer—
extensively—which they had no reason to do, this wouldn’t help them. So there must be more to
their plan.Anna lifted her phone to call a computer expert she had worked with many times, who
could get to the bottom of what had been done, when her ringtone came to life. She examined
the screen. The caller wasn’t anyone she knew, but she doubted it was a solicitor. Even
telemarketers had the good sense not to call at eight-thirty at night.“Hello,” she said, taking the
call.“Detective Anna Abbott?” said a male voice.“Who is this?”“My name is Jimmy Jessup.” She
frowned. The name didn’t ring any bells. “What do you want?”“I work for a drug dealer here in
town, Detective. I won’t name names over the phone, but it’s a name I’m sure you know. He’s a
major player, and I’m one of his primary lieutenants.”“I’ll bet your mother is very proud.”The caller
laughed. “Good one.”“I’ll ask again, what do you want?”“I’ve heard through the grapevine that
you’ve got your panties in a bundle over a new drug that’s just hitting the streets. One called
Foria.”Her eyes narrowed. “And?”“And I’m calling to offer my services. As an informant. More to
the point, as a paid informant. Highly paid. Assuming you care enough about stopping this drug
to spend all of your allowance in one place.”“And why would you inform on your boss?” asked
Anna. “Even if I bust my budget on you, you won’t exactly be able to retire to Maui.”“I’m making
this offer because I’m a survivor, Detective. And I’m smart. It’s clear that this new drug has hit
your radar in a big way. And you’ve developed a bit of a rep. Word on the street is that you always
get your man. So I’d like to stay out of your crosshairs. Give me a payday, and immunity from
prosecution, and I’ll help you nail my boss.”“I always get my man, Jimmy, remember? So why do
I need your help?”There was a long pause, as this question must have caught Anna’s would-be
informant off guard. “The launch of Foria is starting slowly,” he replied finally, “but it will spread
like wildfire. I can help you stop it now, rather than later. I gotta believe that’s worth throwing a
small fish like me back into the ocean.”“Maybe,” said Anna, noncommittally. If he really was a
primary lieutenant for a major player in town, he wasn’t exactly a small fish, but she decided not
to argue the point.“If you’re interested, meet me in thirty minutes at the back parking lot of Salem
Hills High School to iron this out. If you don’t show, my offer disappears forever.”“Why does it
have to be tonight?”“I’m smart, but so is my boss. And ruthless. If he finds out I’m doing this, it’s
my ass. If we agree on a deal, I can give you enough evidence to take him down within a few
days. Which limits my exposure. So this is a one-time offer, Detective. Be at Salem Hills High in
thirty minutes, or miss out. Your choice.”“No way I can make it in thirty minutes,” said Anna. “It’d
take me forty-five to get there if I left this second,” she lied. “And I just stepped out of the shower,
dripping wet. Give me an hour and a half.”There was a long pause. “An hour and fifteen,” replied
Jimmy. “Not a minute more.”“Understood.”“I’ll see you soon, Detective. But know this, if I smell
anyone else within five miles of you, the deal is off.”“Don’t worry,” said Anna evenly. “I’ll come
alone.”7The detective ended the connection with Jimmy Jessup, and her mind began to



race.She relied on her subconscious to help her, yes, but like the Almighty, the subconscious
helped those who helped themselves. Headquarters still needed to contribute the lion’s share of
planning in situations like these.The meeting was a trap. This required no intuition at all. The
most clueless civilian could have figured that out, provided they knew that her place was broken
into, and her computer hacked, just prior to Jimmy’s call.Both happening at once was too much
of a coincidence.And given the level of skill and care exhibited by whoever had broken into her
condo, the trap could well be elaborate, and heavily manned.She had bought herself some
precious minutes, but she had no time to waste. She slid into her black mesh office chair and
pounded away at the computer, bringing up a bird’s-eye view of Salem Hills High on her monitor,
and conducting a virtual flyover of the school.The grounds were more extensive than she had
imagined, with endless places for hostiles to hide. A large concrete parking lot snaked around a
multi-armed one-story building, which seemed to have expanded almost haphazardly over the
decades as the student population had grown. There were a dozen or more cars spread out
around the sprawling but mostly empty lot, either inoperable or left for unknown reasons. While
the footage was archival, she suspected that a smattering of cars were always present.
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Michael Elphick, “A vote against space opera.. I'm not a big fan of science fiction. But I like
Richards' novels because until now he has always written near-future science fiction or what I
call "feasible" sci fi. But in Oracle, Richards suddenly cheats and starts to write what he calls
"space opera" or what I call "science fantasy". Instead of just extrapolating from current science
with, for example, an enhanced subconscious mind that allows powerful intuition and
clairvoyance, he decides to allow aliens to travel 25,000 light-years almost instantaneously. He
explains that he had to do that because in the distant future, humans will have become
omniscient and immortal, so stories about their relationships would be boring. Apparently,
Richards coverts the popularity of unrealistic space operas like Star Wars (which are really just
westerns or soap operas in a futuristic setting). To Richards' credit, he avoids post-apocalyptic
dystopia, which would be the only major alternative to his "boring" vision of the far future. But
why does he feel compelled to write about the far future? He could just extend his current near-
future hypotheses a little further into the future. For example, he could extend time travel from a
few seconds to several hours. Also he could have just a few humans who are omniscient or
immortal, instead of the entire population--thus increasing the probability of conflict. In his essay
with the book, Richards asks us not to judge him too harshly for his strategy in Oracle. To which
I would quote former VP Joe Biden, who said in a recent speech: "We choose science over
fiction."”

Patricia Casner, “Another great read. Douglas E. Richards is one of my favorite authors and one
of the few I actually read "the old fashioned way" (on my Kindle :-) ) because I can't wait for the
audiobook to come out. I was a bit nervous when I read the synopsis and saw that aliens were
involved, as that type of sci-fi isn't one of my preferred genres. However, this book had a great
storyline with a lot of hard science underlying the fiction. I truly enjoyed it and would be first in
line to buy the sequel if he chooses to write one.  Highly recommended!”

Rishikesh, “A very engaging book. Despite being embarrassing, I would like to admit that I put
almost everything on hold (a very important activity), just so that I could finish reading the book!
It is that good a book.A real un-"put downable" by Douglas, I enjoyed reading this a lot and am
keenly waiting for a sequel. Happy Reading!!”

flub66, “Is there such a thing as foresight?. This interesting question is answered in this book (at
least fictionally) in a very exciting way. In contrast to other books by the author, aliens appear
here and from two different systems.As usual, the heroine and the Special Forces hero are also
part of the story.Of all the books by the author, I found this one a bit "too much" at times, but it
still read well from beginning to end.”

Matthew G., “Very interesting book for the first half...falls a bit flat in the second half. The



concept, pace and characters are extremely engaging in the first half of the book. Unfortunately,
like most novels/movies, it loses it a bit in the second half. Not so much so that it isn't worth
reading/buying, but feels a bit rushed/conveniently packaged and could have been better.”

L. Henderson, “First contact with a twist. Fast paced action with hi-tech to match. The heroes
have to outwit bad aliens with superior tech by having help from good-guy aliens. Enhancing
intuition and clairvoyance is the only way they can succeed. A fun romp through the near-future
as always from Douggie.”

The book by Douglas E. Richards has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 1,365 people have provided
feedback.
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